
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson 

 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 11 – MRS NORTH 
Time: 50 minutes 
Learning Objective: I can understand the personality traits of the characters in the text. I can write my 
own short story. 
 

Task 1: THE CHARACTERS OF DR JEKYLL AND MR HYDE 
Which personality trait belongs to whom? Can you sort the statements into the appropriate column. 

DR JEKYLL MR HYDE 

e.g. has a number of friends Has little regard for others 
 

Has a number of friends Is an isolated figure No concern for his 
reputation 

Is violent 

Is well respected Civilised Keen to fit in with society Has little regard for others 

Is feared and criticised Hideous Is a determined scientist Primitive/animalistic 
   
Task 2: Story Writing 
Having completed the text of  Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, I would like you to write a short story using any of 
the titles below: 

 The Threatening City 

 Transformation 

 The Dark Secret 

 The Window 

 The Missing Link 

 The Divided Society. 
 

A good short story always needs: 

 A plot – Plots are most often about a conflict or struggle that the main character goes through.  

 Structure – A beginning, middle and an end e.g. At the beginning, jump right into the action. At 
the end, wind up the story quickly. Also think about who is telling the story and decide whether 
it will be in the past or present tense. 

 A setting - Set your story in a place and time that will be interesting or familiar. 

 Characters - Your main characters should be someone readers can feel something in common 
with, or at least care about. 

 A theme - A theme is something important the story tries to tell us—something that might help 
us in our own lives. 

 
Also remember to use a range of punctuation and devices to make your story enjoyable for the reader. 
E.g. similes and metaphors, personification, imagery, flashbacks etc. 
 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). Don’t forget to SAVE it with your 
name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work to: anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  
Thank you 
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